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Warren: This is Mame Warren. Today is the eleventh of October, 1999. I'm in Baltimore, 

Maryland, with Dr. Ernie Bates, and I want to know what brought a young man from Peekskill, 

New York, to Johns Hopkins. Did you arrive in 1955? 

Bates: '54. 

Warren: '54, okay. Tell me. 

Bates: Well, I grew up in Peekskill, New York, and I went to school in Peekskill, and when I 

was ready to look for a college, I had pretty much made up my mind that I wanted to be a doctor. 

And, of course, at that time, as now, Hopkins had the reputation of a place that you should go if 

you wanted to be a doctor, and when I started applying to undergraduate schools, Hopkins was 

high on my list. And I applied to places like Yale and Hopkins and Colgate and Harvard, and then 

I got the interview for Hopkins, and I came down. 

I'm trying to remember the name of the dean of admissions, and maybe at some point you 

can remind me what it is. But anyway, I had a wonderful interview with the dean and went around 

briefly, very briefly. And then, to my surprise, because I realized how difficult it was to get into 

Hopkins, I was accepted, and I remember thinking that that was just-that was a no-brainer for 

me. I had gotten accepted at Colgate, and I was on a waiting list for Harvard, but I really wanted 
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to come to Johns Hopkins because I wanted to be a doctor, and, of course, I wanted to be a 

Hopkins doctor. 

And I remember the first day of class. Oh, by the way, I also got something which was 

unusual at the time. I was given a full tuition scholarship, and I had been a jock in high school, a 

football player, and I had some offers for football scholarships, but this was not a football 

scholarship. It was an academic scholarship, which I was very proud of, and it was full tuition. 

Full tuition. I didn't have to pay anything. 

And I came down, I remember, I think it was a Sunday, and my dad brought me down and 

dropped me off at the dorm, and I remember walking over to the dorm and meeting a lady who 

had a German name-what was her name-who was the dorm-I guess she was the dorm-I don't 

know what her title was. She was head of the dorm, and she was so sweet and so kind, and she 

took me over to my room. And when I got to my room, I got a bit of a shock, because I did not 

have a roommate, and I was the only entering freshman who did not have a roommate. 

Now, at this point, I wasn't sure exactly why that was, so I remember I was thinking the 

next day, and went to-oh, I know what happened. When I got the notice that I had been 

accepted, I was told that this was an unusual acceptance because I was going to be the first 

African American in the arts and science school. Well, I had not come here intending to be a 

pioneer, breaking new ground, but I wanted to go to Hopkins, and I was asked in that letter if I 

had any problem with that, to let them know. 

I wrote back, "I have no problem with that," because I went to school in a predominantly 

white school system. I was the only African American in my grade school, from kindergarten till 

fourth or fifth grade, and in my junior and senior high schools, we only had about three black 
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students out of about five hundred students in each school. And I was very popular, I was 

president of the junior high school student government, then I was president of my senior class in 

high school, so it just wasn't a problem for me. I didn't think I'd have any trouble adjusting. 

But I was a bit surprised when I got there that I didn't have a roommate. And I think I 

called up the admissions director and I said, "I don't have a roommate." He said, "Well, Ernie, we 

thought that that was a bit much, to ask a student, at this point, to ask a white student to room 

with you. We just felt that that wouldn't be fair to the student, because this is something new, and 

we're trying to minimize the problems that it might have, so if you don't mind, you will not have a 

roommate." Well, I was a little upset about that, but then I thought, well, that's small, that's a 

small issue, because I really want to go to this school. 

And the second day there, I went into the dorm cafeteria, and I'm sitting down there with 

all the students that had come from New Jersey and Pennsylvania and New York, and they said, 

"Hey, Ernie, you don't have a roommate." I said, "That's right." Well, twenty people that day and 

the next day offered to be my roommate. Twenty! And I was just so overwhelmed by that. And I 

remember telling the dean of admissions, I said, "It's not a problem. I have lots of people who 

want to be my roommate who don't see it as any kind of an issue." 

But as it turns out, I did not accept any of them, and the reason I didn't do that is, my 

second or third day there I met the African American students who lived in Baltimore, the 

townies, and this was a very difficult thing for them because Baltimore at that time was 

segregated. The restaurants were still segregated, the movies were segregated, and the school 

systems were just beginning to desegregate. And Hopkins was ahead of its time in letting these 

students come to Hopkins. 
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So this was much more traumatic for them than for me because I had been in integrated 

school systems before, but they hadn't. And when we met on campus, they immediately all came 

to my room, and my room became the meeting place for them. It was where they left their books, 

where they left their sandwiches, where they left their coats. The door was never locked. And if 

they had an exam, they would stay over, and I would never know who was in my room, and as I 

explained that to the other white students who had offered to stay with me, they thought that was 

a great idea. 

And that room became one of the most popular rooms in the dorm and also one of the 

busiest rooms in the dorm. And I think it was very good for the African American students, 

because they got to see dorm life, which, normally, even the white students didn't get to see, but 

they got to see, and also participate, because I had an extra bed, and they were able to stay there 

with me. And that continued for the entire four years. I stayed in a dorm for four years. 

Later on, I did get a roommate. I got Dave Ferrari, who's one of the characters of Johns 

Hopkins. I hope at some point you can interview him, because Dave and I got written up in my 

local hometown newspaper, which I'm trying to find, which is just packed away, about how we 

were living together. That was my second year, second or third year, he became my roommate, 

and Dave is a wonderful fellow. 

This friendship has continued up until the present time. He and I and about seventeen 

other Hopkins people from that era, that's 1957, '58, '59, all meet every year in Maine in 

September. We just had it three weeks ago, where we meet as old friends, and these are my oldest 

friends and some of my best friends. 

And that was my first year, my first year at Hopkins was having this room that I lived by 
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myself in and that all the black students shared with me, and we had a wonderful time. 

The entire time I was at Hopkins, not one incident, not one incident of discrimination. At 

no point was I ever treated less than any other student, the entire four years. It wasn't true off 

campus, but on campus you would have never known that I was the first African American in arts 

and science. And I can also say that from my cohorts who lived in town-they weren't in arts and 

science; they were in engineering-they, too, did not have any problems, and not one problem with 

the faculty. Not one, who you would expect at least one or two might have had some problem, 

that you could pick up. And being black, we're all very sensitive to these kinds of issues, but 

never, never, never. 

Warren: That's really remarkable. 

Bates: It is remarkable. 

Warren: In Baltimore, in 1954. 

Bates: In Baltimore, it is remarkable. I'll tell you another wonderful story about Hopkins. That 

first year, the dormitory did not have a cafeteria or dorm restaurant. They had the dorm cafeteria 

that closed after five o'clock, but in the evenings, there was no place to go eat on campus. In later 

years, that was opened up and it stayed open till twelve, but the first year and second year, I don't 

think we had one. 

And so the only place you could go eat was the Greenwood Pharmacy, which I see is still 

there across the street. I think it's on Charles Street. And when I went there to the Greenwood 

Pharmacy, they would say to me I can't eat at the counter, and if I was ordering a coke and a 

sandwich or a hamburger, they would bring it to the back door. And my fellow white students 

were just furious with that, and so what they did is either they wouldn't go there, or, if they went, 
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they'd bring it back for me. And I only did that once or twice when I went to the back door, and 

they just would not let that happen. Again, discrimination off campus. Absolutely none on 

campus. 

My second year I decided to go out and play football. I wasn't going to do it the first year 

because I did not have a football scholarship and I was very sensitive to my grades. I really 

wanted to do well, I didn't want anything to prevent me from doing well, and so I did not play 

football my freshman year. My sophomore year, I decided I loved football, and I went out and, of 

course, made the team. And I, at the time, was the first African American to play football at Johns 

Hopkins, and again, absolutely no problems on campus. 

But I still remember going off campus. We went to Hampden-Sydney [College], I think it 

was Hampden-Sydney, homecoming. Homecoming. No black ever played there before on the 

field, and, of course, the coaches [unclear], and I remember-Dave Ferrari did have a sense of 

humor, and he would say, "Boy, we don't see any white sheets out there, Ernie, but there sure 

will be some by the time you get on the field." [Laughter] 

On the practice field, these guys, the Hampden-Sydney guys start coming around, doing 

their warm-ups and they say, "Oh, my God. They've got a nigger," and they went around saying, 

"They've got a nigger," just again and again and again. 

The coach at the time was Rocky Bridges and he heard them calling me this "nigger, 

nigger, nigger." And he said, "Do you have problems with this? Do you want to sit out the 

game?" 

I said, ''No, coach. I don't want to sit out the game. I want to play." And I remember 

lining up and I'd get the ball, and they'd say, "We're going to get you, nigger. We're going to get 
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you." And they were really getting to me, because I think they beat us that game. 

I still remember this. I was waiting to return a punt, and these two big guys came down on 

me. I should have probably called for a fairer catch, but I said, "I'm going to show them. The first 

black guy on this field is going to score a touchdown." And of course I grabbed that ball and got 

clobbered. I thought every bone in my body was broken. And the stands were going wild, they 

were just going wild, they were up clapping. And I thought, "I can't get up. No, I've got to get 

up." 

And I got up and made it over to the stands, went over to our bench, and my guys, my 

teammates, were so wonderful. They all surrounded me. Was I okay? They're going to show 

those guys for doing that to me. And the coach said, "Bates, I think I'm going to sit you down. 

You've had enough today. You've done a wonderfuljob." We lost the game. 

What I remember most about that now is that the captain of the Hampden-Sydney team 

came up to me after the game, shook my hand, and he says, "Ernie, great game. It was fun playing 

with you." You know, and that made all the other things that happened, I forgot what happened. 

I'm telling you this story, but it minimized everything else that happened, because I thought, well, 

there's one guy there, and he was the best guy on the team, saw me as an equal, as just another 

player. 

And of course, riding back, they teased me. "Boy, where are the white sheets? Do you 

think they're going to let us out of town?" My teammates, of course. 

And there were other incidents playing with the team. We were coming back from a match 

in Virginia, I think it was Washington and Lee [University], and we stopped off in Virginia to eat, 

and the coach gave us each like a dollar and a half to get a hamburger and a Coke. And everybody 
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went in [unclear], ordered a hamburger, Coke, and I'm ordering, hamburger, Coke, hamburger, 

Coke, and of course everybody's getting served but me. 

So after about thirty minutes, it was clear that everybody was served but me. Rocky 

Bridges, the coach, says, "Ernie"-he was from the South-''have you eaten yet?" 

I said, ''No, coach." 

He said, "What do you want?" 

I said, "Well, I've ordered a Coke and a hamburger." 

He says to the waiter, "A Coke and a hamburger," and the waiter brings a Coke and a 

hamburger and gives them to him, and he puts it in front of me and says, ''Now you stay there and 

eat that." And the waiter and the owner said absolutely nothing. 

And on another occasion, we were coming back from another game that we lost. It was 

another coach, I don't think I'll tell you his name, because I wasn't too happy with what his 

response was, but it tells you a lot about my teammates. We had lost the game. I think that was 

with Washington and Lee, too, or Hampden-Sydney, and the coach was upset because we had 

lost the game. We should have won. We were stopping to eat, and he came to me and he said, 

"Ernie, what do you want? I'm going to have one of the guys bring out to the bus what you 

want." 

I said, "What?" 

He said, "Yeah. This is a segregated restaurant, and I don't want to fight the Civil War 

tonight." 

I was furious. And I said, "Well, sorry, coach, but I'll eat nothing." 

And George Schwartz, who was the captain of the team, Dowl [phonetic] Schwartz, I 
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think that was his nickname, comes up to me, and he sees me and the coach there talking, and he 

says, "Coach, Ernie goes wherever we go. He plays with us, he eats with us. He will not sit in this 

bus. So if he can't eat, we don't eat." And the coach was furious. And he says, "Well, you know 

what that means? You're not going to eat until you get to Washington, D.C." They said, "We 

don't care." We went like another hour, two hours until we got to a restaurant that was 

desegregated in Washington, where we all ate. And those guys were so wonderful, and everybody 

was hungry, but they said, "Ernie does whatever we do." 

And on another occasion, I think it was again in Virginia, where we went-it was a practice 

game and we went to the movie that night, and they said, "Sorry, no blacks here," and the guys 

wouldn't go to the movie. They said, "If he can't go, we won't go." There were about five or six 

of us. I said, "Go to the movie. I'll go back to the dorm." ''Nope. If you don't go to the movie, 

we won't go to the movie." And there were other incidents like that, and they were just 

wonderful, wonderful fellows, always supportive of me. And I will never, ever forget that. 

Warren: That's really impressive. 

Bates: It is impressive. It is impressive. And to this day, we sometimes talk about these things, 

but to this day, I remember how they all stood by me, and I never felt I was anything but another 

student, another football player. Never got mistreated. 

The other thing that did happen to me at Hopkins, which was not a good thing, was my 

senior year-and I had done very well at Hopkins. My grades were good, I was a just little short of 

a Phi Beta Kappa, and I was Who's Who in America, I was Little All American Honorable 

Mention in football, and they called me in because I-and I applied to Johns Hopkins medicine, and 

I thought, a shoe-in, I'm going to get in. 
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And they called me in and said, "You're not going to get into Johns Hopkins." 

And I said, "Why?" 

They said, "Because the Board of Trustees at the medical school feels the time is not 

right." Now, remember, in 1958, Hopkins was segregated then, the hospital. They said, "If ever 

there was an ideal candidate, it's you, but they feel that the time is not right to have a black in the 

medical school. And we'll do everything we can to help you get into any other medical school, but 

the time's not right." 

Now that, I was upset. And after having this wonderful feeling for four years, that angered 

me, but I knew that wasn't the university, that was the medical school. That was a different place. 

Obviously they were not nearly as progressive as arts and science and as the Homewood campus, 

and they came along later. 

I don't think that the medical school desegregated until the '60s. In fact, I know it wasn't 

desegregated in 1962 when I finished my medical school training at Rochester. I still had this 

attachment to Hopkins. I applied to Johns Hopkins for an internship and I got called down for an 

interview, and I was interviewed by a very famous cardiovascular surgeon, whose name escapes 

me at the moment, but I can give it to you later. 

Warren: Dr. Blalock? 

Bates: No, not Blalock. He went on to Duke. 

Warren: Oh. No, he was Texas. 

Bates: What's the name? 

Warren: I'm thinking of Denton Cooley, but he went to Texas. 

Bates: No, no, no, no, it wasn't that. Well, anyway, he was a famous man. And he said, 
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"Ernie"-he called me in an interview-"We know you, we know all about you. We feel bad about 

what happened to you. We want you to come here as an intern." It was 1962. He said, "We feel 

that you have every chance of getting accepted here. We think you'll be a good intern. However, 

there's one problem." 

And I said, "What is that?" And I was [unclear]. 

He said, "Well, the wards are still segregated." 1962. "There is the colored ward and the 

white ward. However, you, as an intern, will be able to go from either ward, but all the colored 

are on one ward, and all the whites are on another ward. Will that work for you?" 

I said, "Absolutely not. How can I do that without totally compromising myself? I can't 

do it." 

So I didn't accept it. That was 1962. I don't know the exact time that the residencies and 

internships integrated. I think around the same time as the medical schools, sometime, I think, in 

the mid '60s. That was not a good time for Hopkins. But I think you can probably compare it to 

other schools like Duke, Vanderbilt, they probably weren't much different. Those were all still 

segregated medical institutions. 

A lot of unusual things happened to me at Hopkins. Well, obviously I got a wonderful 

education. I did spend a lot of time with the African American community. They were always 

anxious to see someone who went to Johns Hopkins. Spent time over at Morgan State. I dated 

over there. That's where you went to get dates. And then I dated this wonderful woman from 

Goucher, and she was the first African American at Goucher, and her name was Jewel Robinson. 

And I have this wonderful picture in the yearbook of Jewel and I dancing. 

And Jewel later went on to become a-she was Randall Robinson's sister and Max 
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Robinson's sister, and Jewel became, I think, a newscaster in Washington, D.C. I did meet her 

once, years later, and we had a wonderful time talking about what it was like being the first. She 

was a pretty girl, too, so I felt very good about taking her to the big dance. 

Warren: The H Club dance. 

Bates: The H Club dance. 

Warren: That is a wonderful photograph. 

Bates: Isn't that a wonderful photo? 

Warren: Do you have a copy of that photo? 

Bates: I don't. 

Warren: I would love-it's just a great-forget that you were the first. It's a great dance picture. 

It's a great dance picture. 

Bates: And we had so much fun. And, again, feeling, once you got on campus, campus was a 

refuge, and once you got on campus, the whole outside world was such a different place. I 

remember one night, Bernie-Bernard Parrish, who was an African American student, and Charlie 

Johnson, another African American student, and I decided we were going to go to this movie. It 

was right down the street across from a hospital. There was a Baptist hospital, around 29th. It 

was a movie that's not there anymore. 

At that point some of the movies were integrated, most of the movies downtown, and so 

you usually had to call up in advance and say, "Do you take colored people?" You had to do that. 

And we just assumed this place was integrated. We went there, and we put our money in front of 

the cashier, and it was this white lady, and she looked at me and she looked at Charlie and 

Bernard, and I felt her pain, because she was obviously a decent person. She said, "This is not my 
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movie, I don't own this theater. lfl did, I'd let you in, but I can't, because these are the rules. I'm 

sorry." And I thought, how the system, not only has it damaged us, but how it must have 

damaged her, and the others who didn't support that sort of thing, but had to live with it. And 

that happened a lot. 

But again, the students were just wonderful, just wonderful. I mean, I didn't belong to a 

fraternity, because the fraternities, I don't know if they were segregated, but I had no interest in 

joining a fraternity. Although I think they probably were segregated, because there were Jewish 

fraternities, there was a jock fraternity, and I was able to go to all of them. I went to all their 

parties. So imagine me, not belonging to any of them, I went to everything and never had any 

problems. I'd walk in, they'd go, "Oh, Ernie's here. Where's the beer?" There were never, never, 

never any problems, never. 

Warren: I, as I told you, I looked at your yearbooks. One of the things that I saw that interested 

me was that you were a student tour leader, I presume for the admissions department. So were 

you a recruiter? Were they actively recruiting more black students? 

Bates: Oh, yeah. I did a lot of that, and I had some wonderful jobs. I didn't tell you that I not 

only had a full tuition scholarship, but I was given a job in the dorm cafeteria as a busboy, which 

gave me room and board, so I didn't pay anything, and I was so good at being a busboy that I 

became, by my senior year, I was head of the busboys' group there, and I hired people. I didn't 

work anymore, but I hired all the other guys to work in the dorm cafeteria. Most of them white, 

working for me. And that was an interesting experience, working there, and I did it for all four 

years. 

Then Jack Ruffle-I don't know if Jack's name has come up, but Jack, if you do have time 
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to interview him, is someone who's a wonderful person anyway, because he's become a very 

famous man. Jack just recently retired as the number-three guy at J.P. Morgan, and he, at one 

point, headed FASBY, the accountant board. He's also a very wealthy man. 

But Jack was in my class, and he lived in the dorm, and he knew all these stories, and 

became one of the people that I became very close to. And Jack and I ran the food concession at 

the lacrosse games, selling hot dogs and cokes, and we had people working for us. Then I 

announced the basketball games. I was the announcer for the basketball games. 

Warren: How did you get that job? 

Bates: Well, I was an athlete and-how did I get that job? I guess someone over at the athletic 

department said, "Do you need an announcer?" or something like that. "Yeah, you want it?" And 

I think I got paid something, not very much. But I did that, and I liked basketball, because I 

played basketball in high school. What other jobs did I have? 

Warren: And you announced lacrosse games, too. 

Bates: And I announced lacrosse games. 

Warren: But did you know lacrosse before you came here? 

Bates: No, I didn't know lacrosse. 

Warren: From New York, I doubt that you did. 

Bates: No, I didn't. There was some lacrosse in New York, but not at my high school. I loved 

lacrosse and they wanted me to go out for lacrosse because I was fast. I was pretty big and that's 

what they needed. I would have been a midfielder. But I decided that was taking too much time, 

because football took a lot of time and I was worried about my grades, so I didn't do it. 

But I loved announcing lacrosse games and I loved the sport. I played intramural lacrosse, 
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and I was always in there rooting for the Hopkins teams. And in my senior year, the North-South 

game, the North-South All Star game was played here, and Jim Brown played. And Jim Brown 

was an unbelievable lacrosse player, which most people don't realize. He was a better lacrosse 

player than he was a football player, and he was All American in lacrosse. 

The story is that he was so good with the stick, and he was so big and strong, that they 

changed the rules later, that they would not allow these short sticks, because he had shortened his 

stick, because he'd hold it like this and nobody could get anywhere near him. He'd just run down 

the field, bowling people over. I later heard that that was not true. But Jimmy Benson, who was 

the trainer for the lacrosse team and the football team, who was a friend, I remember him telling 

me, he said, "Ernie, this is the finest lacrosse player I've ever seen, and guess what? He's African 

American." At that time, it was "black." He said, "He's black." And Jim played here on this field 

when he was here. 

Warren: Well, now, there's a little known fact of Hopkins lacrosse. 

Bates: Right. Well, the lacrosse players all know that story. 

Warren: All right. Now, one more sports question. One of the things that I saw in the yearbook 

is that you all did something called pushball, for I think it maybe was between the freshmen and 

the sophomores or something, some enormous ball, that maybe it was some kind of an interclass 

competition. 

Bates: I don't remember that. I don't remember that. Really? 

Warren: It was probably part of freshmen orientation. 

Bates: It might have been. I don't remember. 

Warren: Doesn't ring any bells? 
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Bates: No. What did it say? We were beating everybody? 

Warren: Yeah, you did. You did. You beat the sophomores, which was unheard of. 

Bates: The class of '58 was an unusual class. In that class, which was me, Jack Ruffle, who's 

also on the Board of Trustees, Wayne Shelly was on the Board of Trustees. That was an unusual 

class. Who else was in that class? Also, our graduation speaker was the Prime Minister of Great 

Britain, MacMillan. 

Warren: Tell me about that. 

Bates: Oh, were we so proud and happy, when Eisenhower-Dwight-flew in. I think they came in 

with a Marine helicopter, with MacMillan on the campus, and we said, "We are a class of-we've 

been touched. We are touched." That was a wonderful time. 

Warren: So you were there at the beginning of the Eisenhower administration. What was that 

like, when Milton arrived? 

Bates: Well, Milton was a wonderful man. He lived in the house here. That little house near the 

dorm, I can't remember the name ofit. He had an open door. 

Warren: This house. 

Bates: No. 

Warren: This house was built for him. 

Bates: Yeah, but I think he stayed in the other one near the-

Warren: Oh, I don't know. This house was built for him, so he probably stayed somewhere else 

while this was under construction. 

Bates: That must have been it, because I remember going to the other house. But anyway, no, 

we could come in and visit him any time. It really was an open door. 
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Warren: Tell me about that. 

Bates: Well, you could-you know, there were [unclear] of tea, I think it was usually Sunday 

afternoons, but if you wanted to go over there, they'd try to schedule so there wouldn't be too 

many people there, but you'd go in there and you could sit and talk with this guy about anything. 

You know, he was just, he was a great man. He was a great man, and to be able to sit with the 

President's brother, and also the president ofa university. It was just an open door. He was just a 

magnificent person. A very benevolent, kind man. 

Warren: Did he take any special interest in you? 

Bates: No, I don't think he did. Nobody did. I was treated like everybody else. Every now and 

then, a professor would come to me and say, "Everything okay?" "It's fine." I remember I didn't 

do well in, oh, what was it, physics or something. one of the professors, "Any problems?" "The 

problem is I didn't study enough." But no, no, no problems. There were no problems. There were 

no problems. And that's why I always wondered why Hopkins hadn't-should have done it ten 

years earlier. 

Warren: Sounds like they did it pretty well when they finally did it. 

Bates: They did do it well, and why they picked me and the other students that they picked, I 

don't know, but they picked the right people. They picked the right people. And all of us still have 

some strong feelings for Hopkins, although I can't get these black guys to come back for 

reunions. I don't know what the problem is, but I think it's a Hopkins problem. 

We just talked about it at the board today. The alumni-there's just not enough giving, 

there's not enough, I don't want to say it's loyalty, but Hopkins, when you're here for four years, 

I almost want to say it's though you're treated like, I'm an adult. There's no special treatment, 
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there's no pampering, and it's a tough four years academically. But if you participate in all the 

other things that are available, it can be a fun four years, but for a lot of students, it's just a tough 

four years. For me and my friends, it was a tough four good years, wonderful years. It was, in 

many ways, the best years of our lives. We talked about at the reunion what a carefree way it was 

at Hopkins. Everybody looking after you, everybody helping you study. Of course, we did a lot of 

that, we studied together. If you didn't do well on an exam, there would be somebody there to 

help you the next time, to help you study. 

Warren: Meaning one of your classmates? 

Bates: One of your classmates. One of your classmates, yeah. Or if you wanted to go in and talk 

to one of the graduate students. Classmates did that. I don't know if they do that now. Because 

we weren't competitive. In most places, pre-meds are so competitive, they never help another 

pre-med. It was never that way here. We always helped one another. It was almost like group 

learning. 

Warren: So that's one theme that has come through very clearly to me, this idea that you're 

treated as an adult here. And I think that's probably quite different from other schools. 

Bates: It is. It is. And it's a negative and a plus. There are students that want to be pampered. 

That are students that want a very active Student Union. There are students who want to drink 

beer on campus. They want co-ed dorms. They want all these extra things. They want to be told 

what courses to take, and if they don't do well, they want to be called in and tutored. 

Hopkins is not that way. You're on your own. These doors are available and open for you, 

but no one's going to push you into them. No one's going to say, "You've got to study." But it's 

there for you, and it serves a Hopkins graduate well when he leaves here, because there's no one 
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pampering you or babysitting you after you leave college. The Hopkins people are better prepared 

to deal with the travails of life than students at other places where they've been pampered and 

taken care of. 

Warren: I expect you're right about that. There's someone whom I've interviewed who arrived, 

I think, maybe a year or two before you, who stayed for a very, very long time, Chester 

Wickwire. 

Bates: Yes. 

Warren: Do you have any connection with him? 

Bates: Chester was at Levering Hall with me, yes. He was a wonderful man. 

Warren: I know he was very active in the whole civil rights movement, particularly in the city of 

Baltimore. 

Bates: Yes. There was a lot of that going. By the time I left here, I think Martin Luther King 

[Jr.] came, and there were sit-ins. Sit-ins were just beginning. I think that was in '58, '59. And a 

lot of the Hopkins students participated. I went to one sit-in. A lot of the white students 

participated when we were trying to integrate restaurants and fast food-well, there really weren't 

fast food places. I forget what we called them then. They were soda shops. And Hopkins was 

very-Hopkins students did a lot of that, a lot of that. 

What other wonderful memories do I have of Hopkins? The campus itself is so beautiful. 

Warren: Tell me about that. 

Bates: When my family would come down-and they're not wealthy people, you know-from 

New York, and they'd see this campus, and it was like heaven. Such a beautiful place, and 

particularly in the spring and in the fall, walking around the campus was just wonderful. And to be 
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able to sit down under a tree and study. There are not many places like that, not many places. 

Warren: Where-just a blunt question-where would your parents be able to stay when they 

came? 

Bates: They didn't. They'd drive back. 

Warren: Oh, my God. That's a long drive. 

Bates: They'd drive back. I think when they came for graduation, though, I think there was a 

black motel they stayed in, but they would drive back. My father was a bit shocked when he 

realized I was the first black. He wasn't too happy. He was worried. I remember him leaving me 

there and he said, "You know"-he saw I didn't have a roommate, and he said, "You want to go 

home? I'll take you back home. You don't have to stay here." 

And I said, ''No, Dad, I'll stay here. I'll stay here." 

When I got elected to the Board of Trustees, I think that was in 19-about ten years 

ago-and I remember giving a gift at the time, and I think it was $100,000 or $150,000, something 

like that, and I gave them money to establish a fund to help African-American students get 

acclimated to Hopkins, so they could come earlier in the summer, and if they needed tutoring, 

they could get that. Later there was a Pew grant that matched that fund that I gave, that money 

that I gave. The program is still going on. 

I remember how difficult it was for me those first few months and how difficult it was later 

on. I learned from other African-American students, particularly those who came from the South, 

who were not used to the academic rigors of Hopkins, and so coming early did help them, in 

getting some additional help. 

I was interviewed by the Baltimore Sun. I said, "Look, here I am. Somebody took a 
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chance on me and let me in here in 1954. And how did they know that I would be successful 

enough to later come back here and be on the board and give money back to the university?" I 

said, "It's a wonderful story how you take chances on people, and that's what Hopkins has done, 

and I hope you'll always do." And I've given more since then. 

Warren: I need to turn the tape over. 

[Begin Tape 1, Side 2] 

Bates: .. .I'm not, because I can't remember. 

Warren: No, you were doing just great. But you know what we ought to talk about a little bit? 

We ought to talk about the classroom. Even if you don't remember specific professors by name, 

although it would be great if you do, tell me about your experiences in the classroom here. 

Bates: Well, I remember, I think it was biology, freshmen biology, and I do remember the 

professor was Glass. Wasn't it Glass who was a world-famous geneticist? And he was something. 

And there were like two or three hundred of us in the room, but it was such an experience to go 

over there and listen to the man. Those are the classes that you never cut. And you'd be there 

feverishly taking notes, but after a while you realized that you didn't need to take notes, but what 

you should be doing is just listening. It was a chance in a lifetime to hear a brilliant man talk about 

biology. And that was a big class. 

The other professor who I really liked was Professor Mitchell. Mitchell. He had two sons. 

He had a son, Billy. Is it Billy Mitchell? All-American lacrosse player. 

Warren: Kelso? 

Bates: No. Billy Mitchell. 

Warren: Billy Morrill. 
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Bates: Billy Morrill. Morrill, not Mitchell. Yes. And his father was a professor of mathematics. 

Warren: Kelso Morrill. 

Bates: Kelso Morrill. Oh, there was a guy. 

Warren: Tell me about him. 

Bates: Oh, I loved him, because I got all As, and he could just teach. He'd get up there with that 

chalk and he'd go like this, and if you just listened to him, you learned, and you could go in at any 

time, which I did a lot, because I knew I was getting good grades there. And you'd go in after 

class, you just kept him in his office and you'd say, "Professor, I just don't understand this 

calculation," and he'd sit down with you, "Look, look. Watch, watch." And never said no. Door 

always opened to you. And I went there many, many times. After I finished my freshmen year, I 

thought I was going to maybe major in mathematics because I enjoyed him so much. I said, 

"Maybe I won't go to medical school." 

Warren: I found a wonderful picture of him playing cards with students, and there was just 

something about that photograph that was so charming. The idea ofthis big-time professor sitting 

around playing cards with students just charmed me. 

Bates: He was. He was that kind of guy. And then there was a biochemistry professor. What was 

his name? He was good, too. I can't remember his name. 

Well, the classrooms. Well, I didn't like the graduate students teaching. I remember I had 

this German student who was teaching German, and I disliked him intensely. He was tough, and I 

didn't like German, and his class was like eight, eight-thirty in the morning, or eight o'clock in the 

mornmg. 

The classes that the professors taught were just all good. Graduate students, not so good. 
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At least, not for me. And so when I would pick courses, I wanted to make sure that the professor 

would be there, and not be taught by graduate students. There wasn't a lot of that at Hopkins. 

Warren: So could you do that? Could you pick carefully and make sure you were getting real 

professors? 

Bates: Yes. Who else was there? I can't remember all the names. It's been a long time, a long 

time. And not that I wasn't an academician there. I mean, I studied a lot, but the other things I 

best can remember. Football team, the track team. 

Warren: You ran track? 

Bates: I ran the 100-yard dash and I threw the shotput. Those are the things that I remember 

best. I think if I found my yearbook, I could refresh my memory about some of my professors I 

can't remember now. There is a classmate that I think was two years behind me, named Tony 

Kline, and Tony is an appeals court justice in California, and under Jerry Brown's administration, 

Tony was responsible for all the judges being picked during the Brown administration. And Tony 

knows every professor that he ever, ever took a class from. If you ever have a chance to talk to 

Tony, you should, because Tony is a speaker and a writer himself, and goes into such great detail 

about these professors. I'm hoping that some day Tony will come on the board. 

Warren: Sounds like he'd be a good one. 

Bates: He'd be a good one. He likes to talk. He'd be a good one. Well, is there anything else I 

could tell you? 

Warren: Oh, you're doing a wonderfully succinct job. 

Bates: I'm trying to think of something else to tell you. 

Warren: There were a couple of other things that happened while you were here that I don't 
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know whether they touched you or not, since you were a biology major, but the whole Owen 

Lattimore drama was going on. Were you aware of that? 

Bates: I don't think that really had much impact on us, not that I recall. 

Warren: Yeah, I think it was winding down by the time you got here. 

Bates: What year was that? 

Warren: I think he was vindicated, or the charges were dropped, either your freshmen or 

sophomore year. 

Bates: It must have been our freshmen year. 

Warren: Yeah, and I think maybe if you'd been in the history department, it might have made 

more of an impression on you, but I was just wondering. Now, something else that interests me 

that I have yet to find anybody who remembers this, so it's perfectly okay if you don't. There was 

a building here that was the original building on the Homewood campus, the Wyman villa, and it 

was torn down while you were here as a student, and I wondered ifthat-

Bates: No recollection. Was that in Wyman Park? 

Warren: No, it was sort of stuck back. No, I saw it recently in an aerial photograph, and I think 

it was maybe over by near where Garland Hall is now, the new administration building where the 

president's office is. It was over in that area. But nothing else was around it at that time. 

Bates: Oh, I just don't recall that. 

Warren: Well, it was a forgettable building, but I'd like to get somebody to say something about 

it. 

Now, were there any important people behind the scenes? Were there any support people? 

There were the great professors, everybody remembers them, but were there any special people 
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who touched you? 

Bates: Well, again, the lady in the dorm with the German name I can't remember, who was 

actually my first contact with Hopkins, was one of those people who touched me because she was 

very motherly and was concerned about me, and had to participate with this decision that I not 

have a roommate. She touched me. 

I was also touched by-you know, the maids were all black maids, and how lucky we were 

to have maids clean our rooms, and these were wonderful people. And of course, me being the 

first black to stay in the dorm, got special treatment, and they were always worried about, was I 

homesick, was I getting enough to eat, and they'd bring me cookies and cakes. And of course all 

the other guys would come over and eat the stuff. And they were all very protective of me, all the 

maids, and we all became very close. 

Warren: Were you the first class in the dormitory? The dormitory had just opened in summer. 

Bates: The new dormitory had just opened. We were the first class in the new dormitory. 

Warren: That's what I thought. 

Bates: And the new dormitory did not-it had a place for a restaurant, or a coffee shop, but it 

wasn't open our first year. Yes, we were the first class. I stayed in the old dorm-what was it 

called-we called it Chumley. 

Warren: Why did you call it Chumley? 

Bates: Because we had a lot of nicknames for everything. It was Chumley Hall. Our class and 

our dorm group was a very prankish group. The hijinks that went on were just-we still talk about 

them, like-

Warren: Tell me, tell me. 
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Bates: The big thing would be to fill up a wastepaper basket with water, lean it against the door 

after a guy went to sleep. And he'd get up in the morning, all sleepy, going out to the shower. 

He'd open the door and get flooded. [Laughter] And then another time we filled up a guy's room 

with old newspapers, like to the ceiling. I'm surprised we had that much time to do that. Because 

you opened the door and it was just nothing but newspapers rolled up. Dave Ferrari was really a 

good guy, did a lot of that stuff. He was a real troublemaker. 

We did a lot of that, and then we spent a lot of time down in the lounge, playing chess. 

And I remember we'd stay up till three and four o'clock in the morning playing chess. We'd have 

chess tournaments in our dorm, and I really haven't played it since then, but that was fun. Playing 

chess. 

And we had some characters. We had some guys that were-Billy Mayer was very active in 

the stock market, and he'd be in the morning class, we'd all be there taking notes, and he'd be 

looking at The Wall Street Journal, checking his stocks. 

Warren: Who was that? 

Bates: I think his name was Billy Mayer. Billy went on to become, I think, a pretty wealthy guy 

in Wall Street. 

Warren: He got an early start. 

Bates: And then Kurt Gitter, who is now a well-known ophthalmologist in New Orleans, was in 

our class, and he was in this Jewish fraternity, and these guys all had money and they all lived in 

New York. And I don't remember if you-well, obviously you weren't born then. 

Warren: Oh, yes, I was. 

Bates: It was a 1957 Ford, was a beautiful car, and these guys all had money and they got their 
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moms and dads to buy them these Fords, so like half the guys in the fraternity had these little Ford 

cars and they'd drive around. I'd get rides back to New York City with him. Kurt and I have 

continued that friendship since freshmen year, and he comes to the reunion up in Maine. 

Warren: Do you think you can say that Johns Hopkins has a personality? 

Bates: Oh, most definitely. 

Warren: How would you describe it? 

Bates: If Johns Hopkins were a person, he or she would be the person in your life that is always 

there for you, who's never going to baby you or pamper you, but is probably the smartest person 

that you know and that you can always go to for advice, who you know that is always in your 

comer, but who will open doors for you, but won't push you through them. Will give you no 

special treatment, but it's the person you can always go to. 

Hopkins was a tough place, but that was part of its charm, and that's what we all shared 

graduation day, was thinking, "I went through four years of Hopkins. I've got to be good. I've 

got to be good." And that's a wonderful feeling. I guess students still have that feeling, but it was 

particularly true in our time, that once you graduated, what a wonderful feeling it was to have 

graduated from Hopkins. 

Warren: So now you're a trustee. 

Bates: Now I'm a trustee. 

Warren: So I suspect one of the things you're supposed to do is think a lot about the future. 

Bates: That's true. 

Warren: So what do you think about the future of this place? 

Bates: Well, I think the future is pretty certain for Hopkins under the hands of Bill Brody. This is 
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a wonderful president. He's a wonderful man. He's a futurist. If there's anyone who's going to be 

ahead of the curve and keep his institution ahead of the curve, it's Brody. And he surrounded 

himself with good people like Steve Knapp, his provost. This has got to be the best run, the best 

managed university in the country. 

And the board, look at the stature of that board. People like Bloomberg, Mike Armstrong. 

This young kid, Knapp, who talked today, who impressed the hell out of me, I didn't realize he 

had his own company, has given millions. Morris Offit. And what I don't understand-maybe I'm 

beginning to understand, the dedication that these people have. These people who lead their busy 

lives, where they make money, leave it to come here and spend so much time here. 

Look at me, I'm going to be down here for the next three days. I'm the chairman of the 

industrial collaborators group for the Engineering Research Center. I have a meeting tonight, I 

have meetings all day tomorrow, and I have meetings all day Wednesday. Sometimes I say, "What 

am I doing this for?" I left my practice and my business. 

But once you get involved with Hopkins, you want to be there to make it successful, and I 

don't know if you see that kind of dedication in other boards. I don't know if you see this caliber 

ofleadership this university has, which it's always had. I mean, the presidents before Brody, Bill 

Richardson and Steve Muller. I mean, these guys are in a class by themselves. It's always, 

considering its size, had such distinguished, skillful people to run it. 

Now, who's responsible for that? Is it the board? No, because the board keeps changing. I 

think it's the institution that makes people like that want to identify with it and want to become 

part of its leadership. And as long as there's a Johns Hopkins, there will always be that, but they'll 

always find distinguished, talented people who want to work for Hopkins because it's Hopkins. 
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When I travel around, and I have a business now and I travel around in my business, and I 

tell people I'm on the Johns Hopkins board, I mean, that's the only thing on my resume that gets 

anybody's attention. It's impressive. Hopkins is impressive. Look at US. News and World 

Report, how this little institution always does so well. It'll do well in the future. 

Warren: How do you think we should celebrate the 125th anniversary? 

Bates: Well, we should try to get everybody that's alive back. I think it's a good opportunity to 

reach out to the alumni that have not come back. It might be a chance for them to come back. We 

should hear from them. I think we should do as many events as we can for people, not only on 

this campus, but we should extend it beyond the campus and do it in the regions, having like 

convocations in Northern California, Southern California, throughout the country. We should 

make it something really special, to get people's attention, and to maybe look at where are we 

going in the next century. It might be an opportunity to do that. 

Warren: What haven't we talked about that we should? 

Bates: Well, I think I've told you the good things and some of the bad things. 

Warren: You've been a spectacular interview. 

Bates: I love this place. And like anyone you love, sometimes you get angry at them, and I get 

angry, but I don't have much anger anymore, because I think they're doing a lot of the right 

things. I have felt that there should have been more minority students here, but I don't know if 

they can do any more than what they're doing. There needs to be more outreach, there needs to 

be more interchange with the community, particularly with the community surrounding the 

medical center. 

You probably have heard the statistics that health-if you look at health statistics, right 
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outside Johns Hopkins, the East Baltimore campus, it's like Third World. Here's one of the major 

institutions in the world, some of the best doctors in the world, and the area surrounding it is 

getting pathetic health care. And Bill Brody is trying to change that with his urban initiative, and it 

needs to do more of that. It has a lot of influence in the state. I think it can use it in a lot more 

positive ways than what it has. 

Anything else? 

Warren: I can't think of another thing. I had a long list, and you-

Bates: Let me refer you to some things. I'll refer you to Rocky Bridges' book. Have you seen it? 

Rocky Bridges was the football coach. Oh, what's the name of his book? I've got a copy of it. 

Anyway, he writes about his experience coaching football at Hopkins for about three or four 

years, before he went to coach the Baltimore Colts, and then, later, Auburn and Florida State. But 

he writes about me, he writes about, I think, Ben Civiletti, and he writes about some of the other 

players. And the nice thing about this is that you'll find some material. He compares us with the 

other athletes at the other schools that he's coached. 

Warren: Oh, that's interesting. 

Bates: Our football team in 1957, we were the Mason-Dixon champions, our grade point 

average was higher than it was for the whole school. We were smart guys and we worked hard 

and we studied hard. That's one of the other unusual things about Hopkins, are these student 

athletes. They're all over the place at Hopkins because the pressure is really on. If you're really 

good, then you know you've got to study, if you're a good athlete, because all the eyes are on 

you. So the best athletes frequently are the best students because of the scrutiny that you get. 

Warren: That's something I hadn't really paid much attention to, so thank you for that tip. 
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Bates: Check it out, check it out. 

Warren: Thank you. This has been great. 

[End of interview] 
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